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egiteko Artez Oskara Zarbizoa Kop. E. H: Luzarra, 10 - Deustu Bizkaia Euskal Herria T: (34) 944 480 000 F: (34) 944 757 229 Kontaktua - Lege jakinarazpena The LABAYRU Dictionary and the LABAYRU Parasilogical Dictionary are Labayru Fundazioa's most relevant lexicographic projects. The foundation has a long history in the field of lexiography. His
Basque department, after many years of research, has a detailed study of the lexicon with versions, meanings, contexts of use, examples, stylistic quirks and/or grammar, and synonyms, which it allows those who want to consult it. The LABAYRU dictionary consists of both a Basque-Spanish version and an Oskara version. It is the normative of West Basque,
known as the Biscay dialect, that is a large corpus collection of voices and nibbly of this dialect. It also takes us by hand of the standard biscuit for The Biacian Butois or United. The dictionary collects mostly Basque speaking by the people without leaving aside the written sources of the most famous writers. The FRASEOLOGICAL DICTIONARY LABAYRU
addresses one of the strangest features of the Baski: linguistic imaginary. Naturally and reused, speakers create a lexical thread or expressive units that ultimately acquire a common special meaning. Concatenation of these words reveals the imagination of language. Based on the most important Lexic units of Spanish, our dictionary suggests the
appropriate equality in Basque, through them, to express the being and feeling characteristic of our language. These dictionaries are the best option for those who wish to express themselves and communicate in basque quality, vivid and motor, in both Biscay dialect and Basque batu. Delve into them and enjoy them.
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